In this paper the segmentation of a meeting into meeting events is investigated as well as the recognition of the detected segments. First the classification of a meeting event is examined. Five different classifiers are combined through multiple classifier fusion. Then a way for finding the optimal segment boundaries is presented. With a Dynamic Programming approach quite encouraging results can be obtained. The results show further that by classifier fusion a more stable result can be achieved than using only one single classifier.
Introduction
In the everyday life of organizations meetings are an important part. Usually meeting minutes are taken in order to preserve the most important issues for those who were not able to attend the meeting. Nowadays there is a growing interest in automatically deriving a meeting protocol. With this it should be possible to obtain the relevant information without the need to watch the whole video or listen to the entire recording.
A number of groups are concerned with developing a meeting recorder or a meeting browser system. In the meeting project at ICSI [7] , for example, the main goal is to produce a transcript of the speech. At CMU the intention is to develop a meeting browser, which includes challenging tasks like speech transcription and summarization [9] and the multimodal tracking of people throughout the meeting [1] , [8] . Microsoft is developing a distributed meeting system that provides features like teleconferencing and recording of meetings [2] . In the European research project M4, in which this work is integrated, the main concern is the construction of a demonstration system to enable structuring, browsing and querying of an archive of automatically ana-lyzed meetings. At one of the partner sites of the M4 project the human interaction is modeled by using a dynamic approach [5] .
Due to the complex information flow of visual, acoustic and other information sources in meetings (e.g. from documents or beamers) the segmentation of a meeting in appropriate sections represents a very challenging pattern recognition task, which is currently investigated by only a few research teams.
In this paper we present a method to divide a meeting into meeting events like discussion, monologue, notetaking, white-board activities and presentations, using multiple classifier fusion and dynamic programming.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the meeting data. In Section 3 the used classifiers and the fusion technique are discussed. Section 4 then presents the segmentation of the meetings using dynamic programming.
Meeting Data
For our experiments with meeting segmentation and meeting event recognition special scripted meetings were recorded in the IDIAP Smart Meeting Room. This is a 8.2 m × 3.6 m × 2.4 m rectangular room containing a 4.8 m × 1.2 m rectangular meeting table. The room is equipped with fully synchronized multichannel audio and video recording facilities. Each participant has a close-talk lapel microphone attached to his clothes. Additionally a microphone array on top of the table was used. Three closedcircuit television video cameras provide PAL quality video signals that are recorded onto separate digital video tape recorders. For full details of the hardware setup see [6] .
The recorded meetings consist of a set of predefined meeting events in a specific order. The appearing meeting events were
• Monologue (one participant speaks continuously without interruption)
• Discussion (all participants engage in a discussion)
• Note-taking (all participants write notes)
• White-board (one participant at front of room talks and makes notes on the white board)
• Presentation (one participant at front of room makes a presentation using the projector screen)
A total of 53 scripted meetings with two disjoint sets of meeting participants were recorded. The complete recording task is specified in [5] .
Originally the idea was to take advantage of the results of single specialized recognizers, like speech and gesture recognizers, intent and emotion recognizers, person identifiers and source localization and tracking methods and use them to derive the higher semantic items, the meeting events. However, most of these specialized recognizers exist at most at a developing level, only the speaker segmentation extracted from the audio signal was available. So the remaining necessary features were labeled by hand to represent the results that were not available.
Classification
This section presents the various classifiers that were used, as well as the fusion technique that was applied for getting best recognition result. The distinguished meeting events were discussion, monologue, note-taking, presentation and whiteboard. Additionally the leading actor was distinguished at monologues, presentations and whiteboards. As monologues could be performed by each of the 4 participants whereas presentations and whiteboards were restricted to only two participants of the meetings, there is a resulting number of 10 classes. From the scripted meetings 30 videos (corresponding 144 events) where taken for training purposes, the remaining 23 videos (corresponding 122 events) served as evaluation data.
Classifiers
For the classification task we use a number of various classifiers. Since we use a static feature vector, the classifiers for dynamic modeling are not applicable. So the classifiers we used were the following:
• a simple hybrid Bayesian Network (BN) consisting of a discrete node as parent with five states (one for each meeting event) and nine continuous nodes directly connected to the parent node, representing the nine dimensions of the feature vector, • a Radial Basis Network (RBN)with maximum 10 neurons,
• Support Vector Machines (SVM) with RBF-Kernel.
Each of the classifiers has been trained with the meeting events of the 30 training meetings. For evaluation purposes the remaining 23 meetings were used. At this stage the boundaries of the meeting events have been specified by hand, so the task is only the recognition of the event. In table 1 the recognition rates of each classifier is shown. Two classifiers (RBN and SVM) yield a quite good result with 97.54% whereas the GMMs seem not to be able to adapt well enough and achieve a recognition rate of 88.04%. One cause of this difference may be the relatively low number of training material available.
Classifier fusion
Classifier fusion is often used to enhance the recognition results of single recognizers. Here the goal is to provide more solid results throughout the recognition process. The fusion method is derived from a proposal of [4] . Each classifier i produces a pseudo-probability d i,j ∈ [0, 1] for each class j by normalizing the output via a limitation function. Since this method requires no training, it is quite easy and quick to implement. These classifier outputs are organized in a decision profile (DP) as a matrix. the columns show all probabilities for one class of all used classifiers. In this work we search the minimum of the decision profile columnwise and get the class C as the one with the maximum value as shown in Eq. 2. µ = min(DP :,1 ) min(DP :,2 ) . . . min(DP :,5 ) ; C = argmaxµ;
Also a pseudo-probability µ(C) is returned that reflects the support of the fused classifier for this class. Unfortunately this approach yields only a recognition rate that is as high as using the MLP (see table 1 ). A better result should be achieved if more training data was available. Until now we have only the mentioned 53 meetings. With more material the single recognizers could be trained on a distinct set of training data as it is recommended for fusion techniques.
Segmentation
The segmentation task is performed in two steps. At first, potential segment boundaries are searched; in the second step from all these possible boundaries those are chosen that give the highest overall score.
Finding the potential boundaries
First the possible boundaries have to be found. This is accomplished by the following procedure. Two connected windows with a length of 10 seconds each are shifted over the time scale as shown in Figure 1 . Inside these two windows the feature vector is calculated and classified. If the results differ a potential segment boundary is assumed. In the same step a clustering of all found boundaries is performed. As long as the classification result K(a, b) in the left window remains equal, the new assumed boundary is appended to the existing cluster G{i}. Otherwise a new cluster G{i + 1} is created. After that all clusters that contain less than three possible boundaries are discarded so that only important boundaries remain. Now we have a collection of arrays G{i}, i = 1, . . . , N, where N is the number of clusters, consisting in the potential boundaries. 
Finding the optimal boundaries
Having found all boundaries that come into question, in each cluster G{i} the in some sense 'best' boundary has to be chosen. This is accomplished via Dynamic Programming (DP). This approach assumes that the meeting events are mutually independent. So each boundary of a meeting event can be found if only the direct predecessor is known. The first and the last boundary are known a priori (beginning and end of the meeting), so the task is to choose the boundaries between that give the highest overall score. The score of a meeting event is calculated as the pseudoprobability that the classifier returns for the examined interval. As additional constraint only those boundaries could be chosen that ensure a minimum length of a meeting event of 15 seconds.
In figure 2 the procedure for finding the optimal segment boundaries is illustrated. For each boundary x ∈ G{i} the score s x (y) to each boundary y ∈ G{i−1}, i = 2, . . . , N is calculated. Then the maximum score s max for each x is chosen.
The sum of this score and the overall score until i − 1 is calculated and saved in a score-matrix SG{i} together with the predecessor y. Starting with the last score matrix SG{N }, which contains only one boundary, and following the indices in the third column those boundaries are chosen that produce the best overall score. In a completing step two segments that contain the same meeting event are merged.
Segmentation results
As mentioned in section 2 there were 53 short scripted meetings available. From these 30 were chosen for the training of the classifiers, the remaining 23 were used for evaluation purposes. For all meetings an annotated script existed, from which the feature vector was calculated. These annotations contain single actions that occur in a meeting like the talking times of a person or the section when a participant is performing a presentation.
First we used only one classifier at once to segment the video streams. The results are shown in the upper part of table 2. In this table the error measures, derived from [3] , show the insertion rates (number of inserted events divided by number of total events), the deletion rates (number of deleted events divided by number of total events), the accuracy of the detected boundaries in seconds and the classification error rate of the detected meeting events. In every column lower numbers denote better results. As can be seen the Radial Basis Network gives a pretty low deletion rate, but the accuracy with 8.79 seconds to over 9 seconds is quite poor. This means the average difference between the detected and the true boundary is of around 9 seconds.
In comparison with the fused classifiers we made the following observations. In three of the four error rates the fused classifiers yield a better result than any of the classifiers alone. The insertion rate decreases by about 30 %, the accuracy is about 2 seconds better and the classification error rate decreases by about 10 %.
Conclusion
In this work we presented an approach to automatically segment a meeting, that is available together with an annotation, by multiple classifier fusion and dynamic programming. In the single meeting event recognition task the fusion technique yielded no enhancement. An improvement should be achieved when more data is available.
In the combined segmentation and classification task the fused classifiers gave more accurate and stable results. Unfortunately some good results from single classifiers (especially the deletion rate) got worse but on the whole a better segmentation result with a lower insertion rate, a better accuracy and a lower classification error rate could be achieved.
These results show that the segmentation of meetings using the presented methods is possible. Enhanced results should be achieved by finding a better alternative to calculate the score for the dynamic programming and if more data were available.
